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NEW QUESTION: 1
While upgrading an existing cartridge to fit new requirements,
you decide to change the task data of an existing task. Which
two considerations should you take into account when performing
this activity?
A. Adding new elements to your task data will add the same
elements to its parent task data.
B. To change the behavior of a task element, you will have to
change the corresponding behavior at the order template level.

C. Changing the task data could also change the task data of
other tasks due to inheritance configurations.
D. Changing your task data will impact the order recognition
rule even if you are not changing a creation task.
E. Some of the elements in your task data must be edited in
another task because they are inherited.
Answer: C,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
What are the possible logging destinations supported on the
Alcatel 7x50?
A. Syslog
B. FTP server
C. Compact flash
D. Memory log
E. Session
Answer: A,C,D,E
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